Welcome

This User Guide is an online help system that describes options available in the OASIS system. OASIS (Online Archival Search Information System) is an online union catalog of finding aids created by archival and manuscript repositories at Harvard University.

To begin, click Getting Started or any other topic of interest from the table of contents above.

Need help using OASIS?

- To report a problem or ask a question about the OASIS system, use the Questions or Comments link that displays on every OASIS page.
- To report a problem or ask a question about a specific finding aid, use the Questions or Comments link in the top pane of the full finding aid display. Comments from the finding aid display are sent to the repository that holds the collection.

If reporting a problem, please describe the activity leading up to the problem and any error messages that display.

For more suggestions about contacting Harvard archive and manuscript repositories, see the topic About Harvard archives and manuscript repositories.